SUPPLY LIST FOR PAINTING WITH ALCOHOL INK- THE BASICS

Ceramic tile - 4-1/4 inch x 4-1/4 inch (make sure you get a GLOSSY tile and not a flat/matte tile). These are available to buy individually at Home Depot, Lowe's, etc., or even the ReStore. Bring 2 or 3. They are very inexpensive.

One set of 3 Adirondack alcohol inks. The inks in each set are designed to mix well together and make interesting color combinations. Chose any set that you like. These are generally around 9.99 per set, and are available at Michael's, Joann's Fabric and Crafts or Amazon.com. If you get them at Michael's use your coupon!!

Isopropyl alcohol - 70% or 91%. The type you buy at the drugstore.

Some optional items ** These are strictly optional. I will bring some of these items for you to try.

Blending solution This is available in the same section as the alcohol inks. It's alcohol with glycerin.
Q-tips
Straws
Coffee stir sticks
Small spray bottle
Small paint brushes
Paper towels
Rubber/latex/plastic gloves
Canned air (The product you use to clean your computer keyboard)
Yupo paper. This is available in tablets from Amazon.com. I will bring some small pieces for you to try out, but if you think you might like a bigger sheet, please bring some! Yupo paper is a synthetic paper that has a plastic type feel to it and is glossy. You can also bring some glossy photo paper to try!

Make sure you wear your paint clothes, as alcohol ink can be very messy and it doesn't wash out!!